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The Second Longest Day is coming...
‘The Second Longest Day’ is coming to the Studio at The Hawth theatre in Crawley on Tuesday 10th
June (7.30pm) this year. We are
celebrating Refugee Week with an
evening of comedy, poetry, drama,
music, a few serious bits and some
surprises too! You may not have
managed to get tickets for Miranda
Hart’s comedy shows but don’t
despair…Paul Kerensa, writer of
‘Miranda’ is taking part and he will
be joined by Sajeela Kershi, John
Ryan and Sameena Zehra from the
comedy circuit.
This year Refugee Week celebrations in the UK have the title ‘Our
Shared Future’ and put a spotlight
on refugee children and young
people who exhibit adaptability,
resilience and determination in
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rebuilding their lives in the UK
and who play (and will go on to
play) an important role in shaping
our future society. A key aim of
Refugee Week is to encourage
the involvement of young people
who are refugees. In keeping with
this national theme, we have special guests Ifield Community College Choir and Drummers with
the drummers drawn from the
Crawley Chagossian community.
In addition we have drama by students at Hazelwick School who
hosted a workshop with exdetainees and will bring exdetainee voices to the stage in
their performance. Thanks to
Bridges Arts Group for their work
on this project. The Refugee
Council writes that ‘With fifty per
cent of the world’s refugees being
children and young people in the
current
global
refugee
crisis,
this is an important time to
dedicate
the
Week to refugee
children
and
young people’…

Comedian Paul Karensa

Punk poet Attila
the Stockbroker
is taking part
due to poplular
demand
after
his appearance
at ‘The Longest

Day’ in 2012. We will have music
from ‘Dr Blue’ on guitar. The backdrop to the stage will be a sewn
quilt depicting ‘journeys’ and ‘the
hand of friendship’ made by
GDWG volunteers, detainees, exdetainees and children from
Pound Hill Junior School in Crawley. The sewing project has involved over a hundred people to
date and local organisations are
sewing their logos on the border of
the quilt to show their support for
GDWG, Refugee Week and Our
Shared Future.

Anna Pincus
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Indefinite detention:
GDWG’s work with the
Detention Forum
The UK is unique in Europe in
that there is no maximum time
limit on immigration detention.
As our volunteer visitors know,
some people can be detained for
months or even years. This is
often because it is difficult or almost impossible to deport people, even if they are willing to return: for example due to administrative barriers for undocumented migrants in countries such as
Iran and Somali; or because it is
not possible to return people to
certain countries due to
the human rights situation there. Not knowing
how long detention will
last is often one of the
most difficult things for
people in detention to
manage. Indefinite detention damages the
UK’s international reputation for defending human
rights: in May 2013, the UN Committee against Torture urged the
UK to “(i)ntroduce a limit for immigration detention and take all
necessary steps to prevent cases
of de facto indefinite detention.”
Furthermore, detention without
time limit is extremely expensive,
with detention for one person for
one year costing on average
£36,000 to the taxpayer.

GDWG is part of the Detention
Forum, an umbrella group of
organisations involved in lobbying around the issue of indefinite detention. On 21st January
Detention Forum hosted a parliamentary meeting in the
House of Commons, which was
attended by over 80 guests including 12 parliamentarians –
including GDWG patrons Baroness Shirley Williams and Lord
Dholakia – as well as several exdetainees.

There was a real feeling of momentum from this meeting, with
a sense that many parliamentarians share a feeling of injustice
and are committed to pushing for
change. This led to a proposed
amendment to the Immigration
Bill which is currently being debated in Parliament, calling for a
maximum time limit on detention
of 28 days. The amendment was
debated in the House of Lords in

March, and Baroness Williams,
GDWG’s patron, spoke passionately on the need for a time limit with
reference to the UK’s international
reputation for defending freedom
and human rights:
‘Many years ago, when I was a
young mum, I went on holiday
with my family to Romania, which
was still under the undoubtedly
iron hand of Nicolae Ceaușescu. I
spoke to the hotel clerk, and I will
never forget what he said when I
handed over my British passport
to him, which was, “Ah, mater liberorum”—mother of the free. He
had been exiled to the Romanian
mountains by his Government and
was forbidden to speak out or to
get newspapers, but somewhere
inside him was the sense of the
beacon quality of our own country. I never forgot that. That is why
today, when we debate something
such as the unlimited detention of detainees, I
have to ask myself whether the country that I love
for its belief in freedom is
still the same country?
Although the amendment
on a proposed time limit
was defeated, GDWG will
continue to lobby on this
issue in run-up to next election as
part of Detention Forum. We may
be asking you to write to your MP
or use social media to help us
push for change – so watch this
space!
Lauren Cape-Davenhill
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On the fringes of the First World: Life and death at the
Moroccan /Spanish border
The towns of Melilla and Cueta
in geographical Morocco are
actually part of Spain, left over
from the colonial era; they are
enclaves of Europe in African
soil. Each town is surrounded
by razor-wire-topped fences up
to metres high surrounded by
high-tech cameras and motion
detectors all paid for by the EU
and patrolled by Spanish military police who regularly deport
migrants to Morocco illegally .

Since the Barcelona Agreement
of 1995 the Moroccan government has been cooperating with
the EU’s external border policy
in exchange for financial rewards. This translates into the
EU increasing its development
aid and liberalising trade between itself and Morocco and
at lower levels of government it
translates into local police being
paid 1500 Euros for every undocumented migrant they arrest
in Morocco.
Moroccan police are paid to patrol their side of the fences, and
they have been heavily implicated in the killing of people on the
African side and illegally preventing peoples from leaving
Morocco.

In 2005 thousands of migrants
tried to storm the fences at
Melila in waves, About 700
made it past the fences while
18 died in clashes with Moroccan security forces and 6 more
a month later. The events of
2005 have been made into a
documentary film called Victimes de nos richesses. As a
response to the storming of
the fences the EU built more
and made them higher, invested in some high tech security
measures and increased funding to Frontex an agency set up
by EU member states paid by
the EU to “manage the border
of Europe”.
Since 2005 people regularly
try to get over the fence into
the Spanish towns of Melila or
Cueta desperate to get to
Spanish soil they face death at
this door into Europe:
“Between August and October
(2010), there were at least 11
deaths at Melilla and Ceuta –
most of them shot with live
ammunition as they rushed
the fence at night; one man
with his throat crushed by a
rubber bullet; dozens of others
injured by bullets or by falling
from the fence; many of them
reporting they were assaulted
and robbed by security forces.
The Spanish said it was the
Moroccans; the Moroccans
said it was the Spanish.” (The
Guardian 1th April 2010)

More recently, on the 6th Feb
2014, 17 Cameroonian people
died at this deadly border with
more people missing. 200 people made it through to Spain
and were immediately pushed
back through the small fence
into Morocco, without being
asked any questions or given
the opportunity to register asylum.
On 28th March this year 800
people tried to climb the fence
into Melila most were turned
back as some clung to the
fence for hours before police
convinced them to get down.
As people continue to flee their
countries desperate to make a
better life for themselves on the
rich shores of Western Europe,
we build higher fences and increase security and fear of the
foreigner, It is difficult to see
where this cycle will end, but it
is easier to say which side will
see more casualties.
For more information on this
see: http://
beatingborders.wordpress.com.
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Art and craft in Tinsley House
This year, four GDWG volunteers
have been lucky enough to obtain
permission to assist Jasmine in
the Arts and Crafts room in Tinsley.
Lucky enough, because it is a very
special experience. Going into
Tinsley House in itself is an interesting experience, having a small
sense of how it functions; what
some of the corridors feel like beyond the metal gates; meeting the
staff in a different context.
I’ve spent three afternoons in the
room so far. The men who’ve attended have come from Russia,
Serbia, Albania. Algeria, Bangladesh, Jamaica, Sri Lanka, Afghanistan, Pakistan. Jasmine introduces
herself and me to each man who
enters. Some are fluent English
speakers, others not. All have extraordinary stories to tell of resourcefulness, humour, endurance, resilience, survival.

Without exception they conduct
themselves with the utmost dignity
and respect.
In the background, men who are
clearly gifted artists work with quiet concentration on impressive
projects: landscape oil painting;
sculpture; creating kathakali-type
masks. Surprisingly, each of these

men tells me that he never made
anything before attending these
classes: he was too busy working;
or escaping from something. All
the more extraordinary therefore
that, presented with facilities and
time, they create work of real skill
and beauty.

Sunset painting, Duke Dawson, Jamaica

Sometimes men come in to mend
their possessions: a broken shoe;
prayer beads with a broken string;
a pair of torn trousers. Everyone
uses needles, scissors, mosaic
cutters. It can be very moving seeing how the men help one another, explaining complex processes
and solving problems together.
The men make mosaic picture
frames, or mirrors, sometimes
calling upon their memories of
Islamic patterns to create colour
and beauty. For Chinese New
Year they made exquisite paper
cuts; at present they have an option to make masks; always they
enjoy making bracelets and necklaces or prayer beads; using
frames to thread the brightly coloured beads, or looms to weave
intricate patterns on elastic
threads. Jasmine organises competitions with small prizes, and
some of the men run with this,
creating really beautiful work.
When I asked Jasmine what we
volunteers are bringing to her
classroom, she told me that we
give the men confidence and en-

couragement, and that we can
explain things to them in different
ways, so that they are able to
translate processes into their own
languages, perform them, and
pass them on. She said an extra
pair of hands and ears can create
space for the men to relax and
have a little fun as they get in
touch with their creativity. As an
older woman, I was touched by the
number of times some of the very
young detainees called out
“Mummy” to me when they asked
for help, because of course many
of them have not seen their mothers for a long time, and may not
know whether they will ever see
them again.

African-style painting made for Black History
Month by Fakhreddin Angouti from Iran

Sometimes as I looked around the
room I could imagine the diverse
landscapes these men have
walked along, and the gruelling
roads they have taken, to find succour and a better life. I wonder
where their stories will take them
next, and I hope it will be to a good
place, with minimal suffering, as
we all continue to move beneath
the same sky, threading the beads
of our days.
Maude Casey, Brighton volunteer
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Volunteers’ pages
Meet George
Fitzsimons...
Meet George Fitzsimons,
GDWG Trustee and Treasurer
who is now also conductor of
‘The Orchard Choir’ and has
been spotted walking round
The Orchard encouraging
people to join in our community singing project. George is
conducting a workplace and
visitor’s choir at ‘The Second
Longest Day’ at the Hawth

theatre on June 10th and we
can’t wait!
‘The Orchard Choir’ is an opportunity for the voluntary organisations in ‘The Orchard’ to
mix and we feel this is beneficial, not just socially but also
in building networks with organisations that share common interests. George also
emphasises that this will be
fun for our volunteers ‘for

those who have not sung before to have a go and for
those that have previous experience to use their skills to
a worthwhile end in a celebration of Refugee Week’.
George’s family originated in
Ireland and he grew up in
Manchester and read Classics at Oxford. George has
lived in Sussex for ten years
and first became acquainted
with GDWG when his wife,
Christina, started volunteering years ago and he visited
detainees with her from time
to time. When he started
working part-time, he brought
his skills as a chartered accountant to our door. George
describes how his Christian
faith underpins his conviction
that people have a responsibility to look after each other
and that when detainees are
taken out of their communities, GDWG offers fantastic
support to people who often
have appalling experiences
and are facing an uncertain
future. He sees our work as
helping those who could be
overlooked and is sympathetic to the predicament of people facing the daunting prospect of return to countries
they may have left years ago.
George works for the Infant
Jesus Sisters who work in
thirteen countries, for Worth

School and for commercial
clients too. He conducts the
Parish Choir at Worth Abbey
where he is Chairman of the
Parochial Parish Council, is a
Eucharistic Minister and assists with marriage preparation in the parish. He, Christina, and their two sons, enjoy
mountain walking and have a
fondness for walking in the
Dolomites, in the Peak District and on the South Downs.
He has visited Irundu in
Uganda for the Worth parish
project and describes these
remarkable visits in which the
prayer group’s meeting include a community meeting
about village matters and
drums and singing at the end
of the meeting. George’s own
musical taste is eclectic but
focuses on choral music and
lieder (Brahms is a favourite).
Some of you will be familiar
with charismatic TV community choir trainer Gareth
Malone. When I ask George
what he thinks of Gareth’s
work, he notes that Gareth
and his team help build a
sense of community participation showing people how to
enjoy themselves in a team
enterprise in which everyone
has to pull together and everyone counts (in every sense
of the word!). This is the vision of ‘ The Orchard Choir’
and we are very grateful to
George, Gatwick Detainees
Welfare Group’s very own
Gareth Malone!
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Book review: The State of Africa: A History of Fifty
Years of Independence by Martin Meredith
Coming to this book as one
knowing nothing about Africa,
I am very glad to have been
able to complete it, and feel
that I now understand a little
of the background from which
the many African men and
women whom I meet have arrived in this country. Having
worked through the author’s
seven hundred pages I also
feel like a pygmy who has encountered a heavy weight boxer. As the subtitle indicates,
the author is working on a vast
canvass, and necessarily, each
page is filled with information numbers, names and dates.
Although the author organises
this huge amount of information with great clarity and
writes in a style which is so
lucid that he is a pleasure to
read, I still conclude that it
would perhaps be easier to
read this monumental work
thematically, using the very
full index, rather than from
cover to cover. It is not a
book for the faint hearted !
In a brief introduction Meredith
traces some of the characteristics of the colonial era in Africa, showing how boundaries
were drawn without reference
to ethnic groups, and how land

and people became little more

than pieces on a chessboard
among the European powers.
He continues : By the time

the Scramble for Africa was
over, some 10,000 African
polities had been amalgamated into forty European colonies and protectorates. (p.2)
In a series of 35 chapters he
chronicles the events leading
up to independence across
the continent, the first leaders of independent countries
and their subsequent histo-

ries. Here again, this is not
reading for the faint hearted : Meredith indicates how
Africa has been dominated by
tyrants, who, beginning in a
time of great joy and hope,
and presiding over countries
which were rich in natural
resources, led their people in
a downward spiral of corruption, poverty and violence,

with little apparent interest in
anything but their own enrichment and power, and a total
disregard for the suffering of
their peoples. While he writes
of the self-interested and destructive interventions of
Western and other governments in the politics and finance of Africa, Meredith concludes : The sum of Africa’s

misfortunes – its wars, its despotisms, its corruption, its
droughts, its everyday violence – presents a crisis of
such magnitude that it goes
beyond the reach of foreseeable solutions. At the core of
the crisis is the failure of African leaders to provide effective government. (p. 686)
In the end, the reader is left
with the question, How can
the continent survive ? My
own response, reflecting on
the many generous and noble
men and women of Africa
whom I have been privileged
to meet, would be to speak of
their deep spirituality and
faith, which, in the face of suffering which is sometimes extreme, gives them the courage
to persevere with life in joy
and hope.
Father Paul Fleetwood
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Detention Action’s Community Support Project

Anna wins Medical Justice award!

In April 2014 Detention Action is
launching a new project providing structured support and
training to young migrants leaving long-term detention. The
Community Support Project will
develop an innovative model of
an alternative for detention for
young migrants at risk of absconding or reoffending. It aims
to help migrants to adapt to life
after detention and get involved
in campaigning, as well as to
generate evidence that indefinite detention is unnecessary.

In recognition ‘for providing vital emotional support to detainees and being their life-line’, we are
very proud to say that
Anna Pincus was given a
Medical Justice award at
their festive awards ceremony just before Christmas. Along with our volunteer Mary Barrett and
three of our ex-clients,
Pious, Hapuarchchige
and Li, Anna enjoyed an
evening of amazing sto-

A new full-time Community Support Coordinator will provide
intensive case management and
training to enable participants
to make the transition to life in
the community. Participants
will also receive training to enable them to participate actively
in campaigning against indefinite detention, speaking out in
public about their experiences. The evidence that migrants
on the project comply with the
terms of their release will be
used to assist others to be released onto the project, and to
lobby for wider development of
alternatives to detention.
For more information, please
contact Detention Action on 020
7226 3114 or see
www.detentionaction.org.uk

ries and a celebration of
the work of Medical Justice in supporting the
most vulnerable people in
detention. The evening
was rounded off with music and dancing after a
delicious meal of Lebanese, Cameroonian and
Zimbabwean food, and a
film called ‘I am not a
criminal’ made by exdetainees. Thank you to
Medical Justice, and well
done Anna!

The GDWG AGM is taking place on Thurs-

Gatwick Detainees Welfare Group
The Orchard, Gleneagles Court
Brighton Road
Crawley RH10 6AD
Phone: 01293 657070
Fax: 01293 474001
Email: info@gdwg.org.uk
Website: www.gdwg.org.uk

day 1st May, at the Three Bridges Free
Church, Three Bridges Road, Crawley,
RH10 1LS. We will be joined by our volunteer, Bob Dare, who will be talking to us
about his experiences of being held hostage in the Middle East, the parallels with
detainees who have experienced trauma,

Gatwick Detainees Welfare Group is a
registered charity, set up in 1995 to offer
friendship and support to asylum seekers
and other immigration detainees held in
detention at Gatwick Airport.

HE SAID!
All I want is peace of mind,

and what they may think of the support we
provide. Please contact the office if you
wish to attend.

Poetry corner

He said.
A journey started in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Can I have a life,
He said.
Twenty nine years I am,
eleven of which fighting a war.

Untitled

Loud noise and echo
Concrete house full of sorrow
No one knows heaven but hell is right
here

Conscripted, no choice.
Sleep is a luxury I do not have.
Images of cruelty return unhindered.
From country to country prisons I occupied.
Been on sea, in deserts and walked
over mountains.
Is this my destiny?
He said.
In Brook house visits room,

Calm, relaxed, motivated character
My body is a temple and my soul floats
in an air
I am aware, God is taking my examination

Fellow officer said, mate you are illegal
Direction with no barrier to removal
I learn my lesson but I am not trouble
maker

This scene is set.
Silence between us prevails.

Life, it self is an adventure

Words fail to comfort,

Karma is our common religion

Such a tormented Soul.

Keep moving, this is going to be excellent expedition

There we leave it,
Till a visit next.

By: a GDWG visitor

Bishal Shrestha, former Brook House
detainee, now back in Nepal

Brighton Migrant Solidarity: a new
network

In March, a GDWG representative joined a networking meeting of the new migrant support
group in Brighton. This was a
meeting to share knowledge
and information about what is
happening nationally and also
at local level and to make contact with other groups supporting migrants in Brighton and
the surrounding area. The
meeting was inspiring, particularly at this time when migrants
face negative messages in the
press and often feel scapegoated in society. The groups taking
part offered a range of support
from interpreting and campaigning to sailing groups and
holistic therapies! The meeting
was a strong beginning of this
new network. It is hoped that it
will continue to build local support to try and affect a more
positive climate towards the
migrant population in Brighton
and the surrounding area.
Sarah Pailthorpe

